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ABSTRACT
In software development process, developers often seek solutions
to the technical problems they encounter by searching relevant ques-
tions on Q&A sites. When developers fail to find solutions on Q&A
sites in their native language (e.g., Chinese), they could translate
their query and search on the Q&A sites in another language (e.g.,
English). However, developers who are non-native English speak-
ers often are not comfortable to ask or search questions in English,
as they do not know the proper translation of the Chinese technical
words into the English technical words. Furthermore, the process
of manually formulating cross-language queries and determining
the weight of query words is a tedious and time-consuming pro-
cess.
For the purpose of helping Chinese developers take advantage of
the rich knowledge base of the English version of Stack Overflow
and simplify the retrieval process, we propose an automated cross-
language relevant question retrieval (CLRQR) system to retrieve
relevant English questions on Stack Overflow for a given Chinese
question. Our CLRQR system first extracts essential information
(both Chinese and English) from the title and description of the
input Chinese question, then performs domain-specific translation
of the essential Chinese information into English, and formulates
a query with highest-scored English words for retrieving relevant
questions in a repository of 684,599 Java questions in English from
Stack Overflow. To evaluate the performance of our proposed ap-
proach, we also propose four online retrieval approaches as base-
lines. We randomly select 80 Java questions in SegmentFault and
V2EX (two Chinese Q&A websites for computer programming) as
the query Chinese questions. Each approach returns top-10 most
relevant questions for a given Chinese question. We invite 5 users
to evaluate the relevance of the retrieved English questions. The
experiment results show that CLRQR system outperforms the four
baseline approaches, and the statistical tests show the improve-
ments are significant.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Domain-specific community Q&A websites, such as Stack Over-
flow, have become a prevalent platform for knowledge sharing and
acquisition. In the past 7 years, Stack Overflow has accumulated
over 10 million questions (as of late August 2015), and has be-
come a tremendous knowledge repository of developers’ thoughts
and practices. According to Stack Overflow 2015 Developer Sur-
vey [2], about 32 million of people visit Stack Overflow monthly,
and more than 25 million are return visitors. Return visitors land
on Stack Overflow an average of 6 times every month [2]. To al-
low developers in non-English speaking countries to participant on
Stack Overflow, Stack Overflow has launched localized versions of
Stack Overflow in Portuguese, Russian, and Japanese.
Ten percent of the world’s programmers are in China1. Even
without a localized version of Stack Overflow in Chinese, it would
still be very desirable to support developers in China to easily ac-
cess the knowledge repository of the English version of Stack Over-
flow. Developers in China usually graduate with a Bachelor degree.
To fulfill the degree requirements, they need to pass the national
college English test (Level 4). As such, developers in China are
often equipped with basic English reading comprehension skills,
and they could be fluent enough to read posts in English. However,
most of them often are not comfortable asking questions in English.
Furthermore, they often do not know how to translate Chinese tech-
nical words into proper English technical words even with the help
of translation tools. This makes it difficult for them to formulate
English queries to search the Internet.
This reality of English reading and writing skills of developers
in China indicates a potential to make the content of the English
version of Stack Overflow more easily accessible to developers in
China. In this paper, we propose a domain-specific cross-language
relevant question retrieval (CLRQR) system that takes as input a
question written in Chinese and returns relevant questions written
in English from Stack Overflow. These relevant questions are the
keys to accessing the knowledge in English version of Stack Over-
flow.
Using our approach, developers can write questions in Chinese
(may be mixed with English words such as programming languages,
tools, parameters). Given a question, our CLRQR system first ex-
tracts essential information (both Chinese and English) from the
1http://www.drdobbs.com/tools/planet-earth-has-185-million-developers/
240165016
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Figure 1: A Chinese Question on SegmentFault
title and description of the input question, then performs domain-
specific translation of the essential Chinese information into En-
glish, and finally formulates a query with scored English words for
retrieving relevant questions from Stack Overflow. Our CLRQR
system improves the efficiency of Chinese developers to find so-
lutions to solve their technical problems by solving the problem
of domain-specific technical words translation and the problem of
query formulation. A key benefit of our approach is that it allows
Chinese developers to more easily take advantage of high-quality
English Q&A resources on Stack Overflow.
The main contributions of this paper are the following:
1. We introduce a new approach to retrieve relevant English
questions for a Chinese question.
2. Based on term frequency of 30,000 Java questions from Stack
Overflow, we build a domain-specific vocabulary to optimize
the translation results of general Chinese-English translation
tool. There are 111,174 English words in the domain-specific
vocabulary.
3. We combine two keyword extraction algorithms to improve
the accuracy of Chinese keyword extraction.
4. Based on the characteristics of questions on Q&A sites, we
design a scored-word based question retrieval algorithm.
5. We conduct a preliminary evaluation of our approach and
other four baseline approaches on 80 Java questions in Chi-
nese from SegmentFault and V2EX. The experiment results
show that CLRQR system outperforms the other four baseline
approaches, and the statistical tests show the improvements
are significant.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section
2 presents a motivating example and elaborates the challenges for
cross-language relevant question retrieval. Section 3 describes the
overall framework and the details of our proposed approach. Sec-
tion 4 introduces our experimental methods. Section 5 presents
our experiments result. Section 6 discusses the qualitative analysis
of some search results, and threats to validity of our proposed ap-
proach. Section 7 reviews related work. Section 8 concludes our
work and discusses our future plan.
2. MOTIVATING EXAMPLE AND DESIGN
CHALLENGES
In this section, we present a motivating example to illustrate how
our approach formulates English query from an input Chinese Java
question and how it retrieves relevant English Java questions from
Stack Overflow. Using this example, we highlight the challenges in
cross-language question retrieval and summarize our solutions.
Figure 2: A Relevant English Question on Stack Overflow
Table 1: Word List with Score
Word Score
code 1.20
review 1.20
tool 1.20
javaweb 1.00
project 0.20
opensource 0.20
2.1 Motivating Example
Figure 1 shows a Chinese Java question (i.e., tagged with java)
from SegmentFault (a Chinese Q&A website for computer pro-
gramming). This Chinese question asks for some useful code re-
view tools which can be used for java and javaweb project. Our
CLRQR system first extracts essential Chinese and English infor-
mation from the question, e.g. the Chinese words “项目”, “开源”,
“代码”, “审查”, “工具” and the English words “java”, “javaweb”.
Because all the questions in this work are Java-related questions,
we consider the word “java” not an important word to distinguish
the core issues of different questions. Therefore, we discard the
English word “java” and keep only the English word “javaweb”.
Then CLRQR system performs domain-specific translation of the
extracted Chinese words, and formulates a English query (i.e. a
set of 6 English words with scores as shown in Table 1) that an
English-speaking developer may use for the similar questions.
Our user study(details in section 4.3) shows that users consider
this query accurate and useful in helping them retrieve relevant
questions for the given Chinese question. Given the English query,
our CLRQR system uses a scored-word based question retrieval al-
gorithm to calculate the relevance between the English query and
a repository of English Java questions from Stack Overflow. The
algorithm returns the top-10 most relevant Java questions for the
given Chinese question. Figure 2 shows one of the top-10 most
relevant Java questions for the given Chinese Java question in Fig-
ure 1. This English question also asks for some useful code review
tools which can be used for java. Through the user evaluation, we
find that the retrieved English questions are relevant with the Chi-
nese question and it is useful in helping developers solve the prob-
lem in the Chinese question.
2.2 Design Challenges
Cross-language relevant question retrieval is a very complex pro-
cess. To achieve the above objective of the cross-language question
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retrieval, we must address the following three challenges:
2.2.1 Challenges in keywords extraction
A question may contain a lot of texts. We would like to ex-
tract the essential information for query formulation. To that end,
we should use keywords extraction algorithms to summarize the
essential information in the question. Many keywords extraction
algorithms have been proposed in the natural language process-
ing field. Different algorithms are based on different heuristics to
evaluate the importance of a word. As they are heuristic-based,
some keywords extraction algorithms may perform better than oth-
ers on some cases, but worse on other cases. One way to address
the weaknesses of these keywords extraction algorithms is to com-
bine them together in order to make a comprehensive judgment. In
our CLRQR system, we use two different keywords extraction al-
gorithms (FudanNLP [23] and IctclasNLP [1]) to extract Chinese
keywords in the title and description of the Chinese question, and
take the union of the two sets of keywords as the final Chinese key-
words.
2.2.2 Challenges in domain-specific translation
Cross-language question retrieval has to translate the words in
the source language into some appropriate words in the target lan-
guage. The accuracy of this translation will directly affect the rele-
vance of the questions retrieved in the target language. Kluck and
Gey [15] point out that in many cases there exists a clear difference
between the domain-specific meaning and the common meaning of
a word. This means that it can be difficult to use general transla-
tion of a word for domain-specific information retrieval. For ex-
ample, for the Chinese word “代码”, the general translation tool
returns several English translations, such as “code” and “word”. In
the context of software engineering, the translation “code” is more
appropriate than the other translations. Similarly, for the Chinese
word “审查”, the translation “review” is more appropriate than the
translations “investigate” or “examine”.
Several studies propose domain-specific translation techniques
which are based on domain-specific dictionary [24] [12] [20]. A
few number of research studies have been carried out on domain-
specific translation, which are based on domain-specific translation
lexicon [24] [12] [20]. However, developing a domain-specific dic-
tionary requires a significant effort. In this paper, we propose a new
approach to support domain-specific translation. We analyze a cor-
pus of 30,000 Stack Overflow questions to build a domain-specific
vocabulary based on the term frequency of each English word. The
corpus contains a total of 111,174 English words. Given a Chi-
nese word, our CLRQR system first uses a general translation tool
(Youdao translation API2) to obtain a few translation candidates.
Then, based on the term frequency of the translation candidates in
the domain-specific vocabulary, it selects those words whose term
frequency are greater than the mean frequency as the translation.
According to practical experience, we find that the performance of
selecting words whose term frequency are greater than the mean
frequency is always better than selecting the only word with high-
est term frequency. For example, for the Chinese word “审查”, the
term frequency of the translation “review”, “investigate” and “ex-
amine” is 2589, 1857, 1807, respectively. As a results, “review” is
selected as the translation of the Chinese word “审查”. Similarly,
“code” is selected as the translation of the Chinese word “代码”,
as “code” is more frequent used than other translation candidates
of “代码” in Stack Overflow discussions. This approach has two
advantages over domain-specific dictionary: 1) it is based on the
2http://fanyi.youdao.com/openapi
Figure 3: Search “Joda Time sometimes returns wrong time” on
Stack Overflow
Figure 4: Search “Joda Time sometimes return wrong time” on
Stack Overflow
general translation tool; and 2) it utilizes the crowdsourced knowl-
edge to build a domain-specific vocabulary with a very small effort.
2.2.3 Challenges in question retrieval algorithm
When searching on Stack Overflow, we find that the question re-
trieval algorithm is not very robust. For example, when we search
the question “Joda Time sometimes returns wrong time”, we can
retrieve a question on Stack Overflow successfully as shown in Fig-
ure 3. However, if we change the word “returns” to “return”, Fig-
ure 4 shows that the search for “Joda Time sometimes return wrong
time” returns no matches. It seems that Stack Overflow question re-
trieval algorithm does not take word stemming into consideration.
Furthermore, we observe that keywords extracted from different
parts of the question (such as title versus description) often have
different levels of importance for question retrieval. However, ex-
isting question retrieval algorithms do not take this into account. In
this paper, we design a question retrieval algorithm to address these
limitations by considering word stemming and assigning different
weights to the words from title and description.
3. THE APPROACH
In this section, we first present the overall framework of our pro-
posed approach to cross-language question retrieval (section 3.1).
Then, we describe the details of essential information extraction,
domain-specific cross-language translation, and scored-word based
question retrieval in section 3.2, section 3.3, section 3.4, respec-
tively.
3.1 Overall Framework
Figure 5 presents the overall framework of our domain-specific
Cross-Language Relevant Question Retrieval (CLRQR). Given a
software-engineering-related question in Chinese, essential infor-
mation extraction (Step 1) extracts Chinese keyword and other words
of concerns (Chinese or English) from the title and description
of the question. Given the extracted Chinese keywords, domain-
specific cross-language translation (step 3) translates the Chinese
415
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Figure 5: The Framework of Domain-Specific Cross-Language Question Retrieval
words into domain-specific English words, based on a domain-
specific vocabulary derived from a corpus of Stack Overflow ques-
tions (Step 2). After translating the Chinese keywords, the system
formulates an English query as follows: first, it stems the query
words (Step 4), then it assigns different weights to the query words
based on whether the words are originally Chinese or English and
where the words are from (title or description) (Step 5), and finally
it takes the top-6 words with the highest scores to formulate the En-
glish query (Step 6). The system uses the English query to search a
repository of Stack Overflow questions and returns the top-10 most
relevant English questions to the user (Step 7).
Algorithm 1 Chinese Keywords Extraction
1: Input:
2: Sentence: The question description
3: Output:
4: CKL: List of Chinese keywords in the Sentence
5: Method:
6: KeywordsList1 = FudanNLP(Sentence);
7: for all Keywords KW i ∈KeywordsList1 do
8: CKL.Add(KW i);
9: end for
10: KeywordsList2 = IctclasNLP(Sentence);
11: for all Keywords KW i ∈KeywordsList2 do
12: CKL.Add(KW i);
13: end for
14: Output CKL;
3.2 Essential Information Extraction
Given a question in Chinese, we extract the essential information
based on the following two observations:
1. Question title sums up the core issue of the question better
than question description.
2. Most technical words are written in English. Developers al-
ways ask some technical questions with some domain-specific
words in English. Those English words are important for re-
trieving relevant questions.
Therefore, we divide the question essential information into two
kinds: Chinese keywords and other words-of-concern (referred to
as concern words). Table 2 presents the definition of the concern
Table 2: Definition of Concern Words and Keywords
Concern-words Keywords
Title
Both Chinese Words
and English Words
N/A
Description Only English Words Chinese Keywords
words and the Chinese keywords in question title and question de-
scription in our approach.
Concern words extraction. Each word in question title is con-
sidered as words-of-concern no matter it is Chinese or English.
This is because based our observations each word in title are im-
portant for expressing the core issue of the question. On the other
hand, we only take the English words in the question description as
words-of-concern.
Chinese keywords extraction. Keywords can be considered as
a brief summary of a text. They are a set of phrases semantically
covering most of the text. Algorithm 1 presents the implementation
of our composite keywords extraction algorithm. The input is the
question description, the algorithm uses two different popular Chi-
nese keywords extraction algorithms (FudanNLP & IctclasNLP) to
extract Chinese keywords in the description. The algorithm of key-
words extraction of FudanNLP [23] is based on TextRank algo-
rithm. The algorithm of keywords extraction of IctclasNLP [1]
is based on entropy. The two algorithms produce two different
but complementary sets of Chinese keywords. To reduce the bias
caused by a single method, the algorithm takes the union of the two
keyword sets as the final set of Chinese keywords to summarize the
Chinese question description.
For the motivating example shown in Figure 1, the system ex-
tracts three Chinese concern-words from the title: “开源”, “审查”
and “工具”, and five Chinese keywords from the description: “项
目”, “开源”, “代码”, “审查” and “工具”. There are no English
concern-words in the title of this question. The system extracts two
English concern-words from the question description: “java” and
“javaweb”. Because all the questions in this work are Java-related
questions, we consider the word “java” not an important word to
distinguish the core issues of different questions. Therefore, we
discard the English word “java” and keep only the English word
“javaweb”.
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Figure 6: Domain-Specific Cross-Language Translation
3.3 Domain-specific Cross-language Transla-
tion
Translation is a critical step in cross-language information re-
trieval [16] [3]. Recent results show that the challenge lies in how
to differentiate a word’s domain-specific meaning from its com-
mon meaning. A general translation tool may not perform well for
domain-specific translation. We proposed a new method to address
this limitation. Figure 6 presents the details of our method. We di-
vide the domain-specific cross-language translation into an offline
vocabulary building step and an online translation step. To build a
domain-specific vocabulary, we make use of crowdsourced knowl-
edge in Stack Overflow discussions. Specifically, in this work we
collect a corpus of 30,000 Stack Overflow questions tagged with
java. The corpus contains a total of 111,174 English words. We
first remove stop words (step 1), such as “hello”, “the” and “you”.
The stop-word list we use is available at Snowball3. Then, we com-
pute term frequency for each word in the corpus (step 2), and build
a vocabulary of each word and their term frequency (step 3).
For online translation, given a Chinese keyword (which can be
a Chinese concern-word from the question title or a Chinese key-
word from the question description), the system first uses a general
Chinese-English translation tool (Youdao translation API is used
in this work) to obtain a list of English word candidates (step 4).
Then, the system checks the term frequency of these English word
candidates in the domain-specific vocabulary (step 5). Finally, the
system selects the English words with the term frequency above
the mean term frequency of all the candidate English words as the
translation of the given Chinese keyword (step 6). If none of the
candidate English words exist in the domain-specific vocabulary,
the system returns all the general translation candidates as the trans-
lation results.
Table 3 shows the general and final translation results of the
Chinese concern-words and keywords extracted from the Chinese
question in Figure 1. Our method returns the English words “project”,
“opensource”, “code”, “review”, “tool” as the final translation of
the Chinese word “项目”, “开源”, “代码”, “审查” and “工具”.
3.4 Scored-word based Question Retrieval Al-
gorithm
Our cross-language question retrieval contains three steps: stem-
ming, word score computation and query formulation, and question
retrieval.
Stemming. In the stemming step, we reduce each word to its
3http://snowball.tartarus.org/algorithms/english/stop.txt
Table 3: Examples of Domain-specific Cross-language Transla-
tion
Chinese
Word
General Translation
Results
Term Frequency
in Vocabulary
Mean Final Result
项目
project
item
article
21,021
2,642
3,101
8,921 project
开源 opensource 124 124 opensource
代码
code
word
408,565
9,932
209,249 code
审查
review
investigate
examine
2,589
1,857
1,807
2,084 review
工具
tool
instrument
7,481
2,515
4,998 tool
Table 4: Different Scores for 4 kinds of Words
Location Word Type Weight WordsetSize Score (desc)
Title
Concern-Words
(code, review, tool)
3 3 code : 1.20
review : 1.20
tool : 1.20
javaweb : 1.00
project : 0.20
opensource : 0.20
Description
Concern-Words
(javaweb)
1 1
Keywords
(tool, code, review,
project, opensource)
1 5
root form, for example, words “write” and “written” are both re-
duced to “writ”. We use a popular stemming algorithm (the Porter
stemmer [21]) in this work.
Score computation. Considering different contributions of a
word to express the core issue of the question, we assign differ-
ent weights to each kind of words as defined in Table 2. We set
the weights of different kinds of words based on the following ob-
servations. We observe that question title usually sums up the core
issue of the question better than question description. Therefore,
we set the weight of the concern-words in the title higher than the
concern-words in the description. However, question description
usually contains more technical details than question title. Setting
a too high weight for the concern-words in the title will overwhelm
the technical words in the question description. Therefore, we set
the weight of the concern-words in the title three times higher than
the concern-words in the description. The description of a Chinese
question usually mixes the Chinese words and English words. In
fact, most technical words are usually written in English. These
English technical words are as important as the Chinese keywords
explaining the question. Therefore, we set the same weight to the
concern-words and the Chinese keywords in the question descrip-
tion.
For each English word (either original English words extracted
from question title and question description or the translated En-
glish words using our domain-specific translation method), we up-
date its Score by (termfrequency ×Weight)/WordsetSize.
If a word belongs to different kinds at the same time, the score of
the word will be accumulated. Table 4 also shows the score com-
putation for the words in the question shown in Figure 1. For ex-
ample, the word “tool” appears in both the title-concern-words and
the description-keywords. For the title-concern-words, we calcu-
late the score of the word “tool” as 1, i.e., (1 × 3)/3 = 1.00. For
the description-keywords, we calculate the score of the word “tool”
as 0.20, i.e., (1× 1)/5 = 0.20. Thus, we get the final score for the
word “tool” as 1.20.
According to practical experience in web log analysis [10, 17],
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we use up to six keywords to express the core issue of a ques-
tion. After computing the score of all the words, we select up-to
six words with the highest score to generate an English query. In
this example, the English query contains six query words: “code”,
“review”, “tool”, “javaweb”, “project” and “opensource”.
Algorithm 2 Domain-specific Cross-language Relevant Question
Retrieval Algorithm
1: Input:
2: QwMap: Map<Query word, Score>
3: QEQL: Domain-specific English Question List
4: Output:
5: TRQ: Top-10 most Relevant Questions
6: Method:
7: Map<Question, Relevance> QSMap = NULL;
8: SIZE = QwMap.size();
9: for all Question Qi ∈QEQL do
10: Relevance = 0;
11: ContainNum = 0;
12: for all Entry<Query word, Score> Qwi ∈QwMap do
13: if Qi.title.contains(Qwi) or Qi.desc.contains(Qwi) then
14: ContainNum++;
15: end if
16: tf_T itle = calcTF(Qi.title, Qwi) ;
17: tf_Desc = calcTF(Qi.desc, Qwi);
18: Relevance += (tf_T itle*2 + tf_Desc) * (Qwi.Score) ;
19: end for
20: ContainRatio = ContainNum / SIZE;
21: Relevance *= (ContainRatio);
22: QSMap.put(Qi, Relevance);
23: end for
24: TRQ = getTop-10Questions(QSMap);
25: Output TRQ;
Question Retrieval. Considering the characteristics of our work,
we design a new approach to retrieve relevant questions in a repos-
itory of Stack Overflow questions. Algorithm 2 calculates the rele-
vance between the query words and each question in the repository,
and recommends the top-10 most relevant questions to users that
may help them solve the problem in the given Chinese question.
Given a query word, the algorithm calculates the term frequency
of word in the title and description of each English question in the
question repository (lines 16-17). Then, it computes the relevance
between a query word (Qw) and an English question (Q) by the
equation 1 (line 18). Due to the observation in section 3.2, we con-
sider that the word in QwMap from the title of an English question
is more important than those from the question description. Thus,
we set different weights to the words from the title and the descrip-
tion(i.e., 2 and 1 respectively). To reduce the bias caused by a word
with too high term frequency, the algorithm then counts the num-
ber of times (i.e., ContainNum) that a word appears in the title
and description of the English question, and divide the times by the
total number of query words (i.e. the size of QwMap). Finally, the
algorithms multiplies the contain words ratio following equation 2
and the query-question relevance is used as the final relevance score
for ranking the relevant questions (lines 21).
Relevance(Qw,Q) = (tf_Q.T itle× 2 + tf_Q.Desc)
×Qw.score (1)
Relevance(Query,Q) =
M∑
i=1
Relevance(Qw,Q)
× ContainRatio
(2)
Reserve Remove
Figure 7: Example for Query Formulation of Baseline Ap-
proach by the Stack Overflow Search Engine
4. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
This section describes the experiment design for evaluating our
approach.
4.1 Baseline Building
Table 5 presents the four baseline approaches we use to compare
the effectiveness of our approach. In the translation phase, Base-
lineApproach1 and BaselineApproach3 translate only the title of
the Chinese question, while BaselineApproach2 and BaselineAp-
proach4 translate the title and description of the Chinese question.
Same as our approach, all the baseline approaches use the Youdao
translation API. After the translation, we also remove English stop
words from translated words which is same as our approach. We
refer the rest of the words as the ‘Query Words’.
BaselineApproach1 and BaselineApproach2 use Stack Overflow
search engine, while BaselineApproach3 and BaselineApproach4
use Google search engine. After removing the stop words from the
question title and the question description, we formulate the query
for the baseline approaches from the first word of the question title
and description up to the length limits of the query that a search
engine allows. Different search engines have different limits for the
length of a query. For the Stack Overflow search engine, the query
cannot exceed 140 characters. If the length of the question title and
description exceeds 140 characters, we keep the complete words
up to the largest character index below or equal to 140. Figure 7
presents an example. As the word “type” is across the limit 140, we
keep the words before the word “type” as the query for the Stack
Overflow search engine. For the Google search engine, the query
cannot exceed 32 words. Thus, we only keep the first 32 words
as query if the question title and description contain more than 32
words.
Furthermore, in order to make the comparison more fair, we op-
timize the search scope for baseline approaches based on their cor-
responding search engine. When formulating the query, Baselin-
eApproach1 and BaselineApproach2 append “[java] is:question” to
the query, which instructs the Stack Overflow search engine search
only questions tagged with Java. BaselineApproach3 and Baselin-
eApproach4 append “site:StackOverflow.com” to the query, which
instructs Google search engine to search only the Stack Overflow
web site.
Both the four baseline approaches and our approach return the
top-10 most relevant English questions for each Chinese question.
4.2 Chinese and English Question Databases
We build two databases for Java questions in Chinese and En-
glish, respectively. We crawl 200 Java questions from Segment-
Fault and V2EX as query Chinese question set and randomly choose
80 questions for the experiment. We extract 714,599 Java questions
from Stack Exchange Data Dump4 released by Stack Exchange,
Inc. We use 30,000 Java questions to build domain-specific vocab-
4https://archive.org/download/stackexchange
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Table 5: Four Baseline Approaches for Cross-language Relevant Question Retrieval
Baseline
Approach1
Baseline
Approach2
Baseline
Approach3
Baseline
Approach4
Translation Item Title Only Title and Description Title Only Title and Description
Query Formulation
“[java] is:question”
+
“Title Query Words”
“[java] is:question”
+
“Title Query Words”
+
“Description Query Words”
“Title Query Words”
+
“site:StackOverflow.com”
“Title Query Words”
+
“Description Query Words”
+
“site:StackOverflow.com”
Search Engine
Stack Overflow Search Engine
(not exceeds 140 characters)
Google Search Engine
(not exceeds 32 words)
ulary and another 684,599 as the repository of English questions
for question retrieval.
4.3 User Study
We conduct a user study to evaluate the top-10 most relevant
questions generated by four baseline approaches and our approach.
The evaluator group included 5 master students, all of whom have
industrial experience in Java programming (ranging from 3–6 years)
and pass the national college English test (Level 4). We provide
these five users 80 Chinese Java questions from SegmentFault and
V2EX. For each Chinese question, we provide a questionnaire of
the top-10 most relevant English questions generated by Baselin-
eApproach1, BaselineApproach2, BaselineApproach3, BaselineAp-
proach4 and our approach respectively. The user study evaluation
has two steps. First, we ask the participants to read the same ques-
tion at the same time. Second, in order to make reasonable judg-
ments, users can discuss whether the English questions are actually
relevant with the corresponding Chinese question or not and make
a common decision. In the process of validation, the participants
do not know which result is generated by which approach.
4.4 Evaluation Metrics
We use the following metrics to compare the baseline approaches
and our approach:
• Precision@K. Precision is the percentage of actually rele-
vant questions out of the questions that a retrieval method
returns for a Chinese question. It is defined as:
Precision@k =
ARQs in top-k
k
(3)
In the above equation, ARQs refers to those actually relevant
questions. In this paper, we set k = 1, 5 and 10.
• Recall@K. Recall is the percentage of actually relevant ques-
tions returned for a Chinese question out of all the relevant
questions in the repository. It is defined as:
Recall@k =
ARQs in top-k
ARQs in Repository
(4)
It is impractical to check every question in repository to de-
termine its relevance to the input Chinese question. There-
fore, ARQs in Repository refers to the union of actually rele-
vant questions returned by the four baseline approaches and
our approach for a Chinese question. In this paper, we set k
= 1, 5 and 10.
• Top-K Accuracy. Top-k accuracy is the percentage of Chi-
nese questions for which at least one actually relevant ques-
tion is ranked within the top-k position in the returned lists of
English questions. Given a Chinese question CQ, if at least
one of the top-k most relevant English questions is actually
relevant, we consider the retrieval to be successful, and set
the value Success(CQ, top − k) to 1; else we consider the
retrieval to be unsuccessful, and set the value success(CQ, top−
k) to 0. Given a set of Chinese questions, denoted as CQs,
its top-k accuracy Top@k is computed as:
Top@k =
∑
CQ∈CQs Success(CQ, top-k)
|CQs| (5)
The higher the top-k accuracy score is, the better a relevant
question retrieval approach performs. In this paper, we set k
= 1, 5 and 10.
• Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR). MRR is a popular met-
ric used to evaluate an information retrieval technique [5].
Given a query (in our case: a Chinese Java question), its re-
ciprocal rank is the multiplicative inverse of the rank of the
first correct document (in our case: actually relevant English
question) in a rank list produced by a ranking technique (in
our case: relevant question retrieval approach). Mean Re-
ciprocal Rank (MRR) is the average of the reciprocal ranks
of all Chinese questions in a set of Chinese questions. The
MRR of a set of Chinese questions is computed as:
MRR(R) =
1
|CQs|
∑
CQ∈CQs
1
Rank(CQ)
(6)
In the above equation, Rank(CQ) refers to the position of
the first actually relevant English question in the ranked list
of English questions returned by a cross-language relevant
question retrieval approach for a Chinese question.
• Mean Average Precision (MAP). MAP is a single-figure
measure of quality, and it has been shown to have especially
good discrimination and stability to evaluate ranking tech-
niques [5]. Different from top-k accuracy and MRR that only
consider the first correct result, MAP considers all correct
results. For a query (in our case: a Chinese Java question),
its average precision is defined as the mean of the precision
values obtained for different sets of top k documents (in our
case: actually relevant English questions) that were retrieved
before each relevant document is retrieved, which is com-
puted as:
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AvgP (CQ) =
∑M
j=1 P (j)×Rel(j)
ARQs in Repository
(7)
In the above equation, M is the number of English questions
in a ranked list, Rel(j) indicates whether the English ques-
tion at position j is actually relevant or not (in our case: the
question is judged by the users as actually relevant or not),
and P(j) is the precision at the given cut-off position j and is
computed as:
P (j) =
ARQs in top j positions
j
(8)
Then the MAP for a set of Chinese questions CQs is the mean
of the average precision scores for all Chinese questions in
CQs:
MAP =
∑
CQ∈CQsAvgP (CQ)
|CQs| (9)
In relevant question retrieval, a Chinese question may have a
number of relevant English questions. We use MAP to mea-
sure the average performance of the baseline approaches and
our approach to retrieve all of the relevant questions. The
higher the MAP value, the better the relevant question re-
trieval approach performs.
5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In our experiment, we are interested in the following two re-
search questions:
RQ1: How effective is our CLRQR system in cross-language rel-
evant question retrieval? How much improvement can it achieve
over the four baseline approaches?
Motivation. The more accurate CLRQR is, the more benefit CLRQR
would give to its users. Thus, in this research question, we evaluate
the effectiveness of CLRQR and compare it with the four baseline
approaches.
Approach. We evaluate our approach and the four baseline ap-
proaches record the precision@k, recall@k, top-k accuracies (k =
1, 5 and 10), MRR, and MAP. To check if the differences in the per-
formance of CLRQR and the baseline approaches are statistically
significant, for the each dataset, we apply the Wilcoxon signed-
rank test [31] at 95% significance level on the paired data which
corresponds to the precision@k, recall@k, top-k accuracies, MRR,
and MAP scores of our approach and the best baseline approach
respectively.
Result. Tables 6 presents the Precision@k, Recall@k, Top-k ac-
curacies (k=1, 5 and 10), MRR and MAP for CLRQR compared
with the four baseline approaches, respectively. We notice that our
CLRQR achieves the best performance in all the evaluated met-
rics by a substantial margin, compared with the four baseline ap-
proaches.
From Table 6, we notice that the BaselineApproach3 achieves
the best performance among the four baseline approaches, while
the BaselineApproach2 achieves the worst performance (indeed, all
the metrics of the Baseline Approach2 are 0). The main cause for
the poor performance of the BaselineApproach2 is that Stack Over-
flow search engine is very sensitive to input query. For example, the
retrieval result of “difference between A and B” is different from
“difference between B and A”. The sensitiveness is also illustrated
in Figure 3 and Figure 4. Thus, retrieving relevant question by
Stack Overflow search engine is very difficult for those developers
whose native language is not English.
Tables 6 shows that BaselineApproach1 outperforms Baselin-
eApproach2, and BaselineApproach3 outperforms BaselineApproach4.
BaselineApproach1 and BaselineApproach3 translate only the ti-
tle of a given Chinese question. BaselineApproach2 and Baselin-
eApproach4 translate both the title and description of a given Chi-
nese question. The title and description together usually contain
more Chinese words. Because general Chinese-English translation
does not know how to translate Chinese words into domain-specific
English words, the more the translated words, the more transla-
tion errors are accumulated, which affects the retrieval accuracy.
However, it is necessary to consider the question description, be-
cause only the title is often not enough to express the technical
details of a question. This result confirms the need to help develop-
ers make domain-specific translation. We also notice that Base-
lineApproach3 outperforms BaselineApproach1 and BaselineAp-
proach4 outperforms BaselineApproach2. BaselineApproach1 and
BaselineApproach2 retrieve relevant questions using Stack Over-
flow search engine. BaselineApproach3 and BaselineApproach4
retrieve relevant questions using Google search engine. We find
that Google search engine is more general than Stack Overflow.
Comparing the best baseline approach (i.e., BaselineApproach3)
with our approach, we notice that CLRQR achieves precision@1,
precision@5, precision@10, recall@1, recall@5, recall@10, top-1
accuracy, top-5 accuracy, top-10 accuracy, MRR and MAP of 0.56,
0.42, 0.32, 0.10, 0.35, 0.49, 0.56, 0.69, 0.71, 0.62, and 0.26 which
outperforms the best baseline approach (i.e., Baseline Approach3)
by 60%, 121%, 167%, 100%, 133%, 145%, 60%, 28%, 20%, 41%
and 271%, respectively. We find that our approach which makes
good use of the domain-specific knowledge in the question title and
description effectively improves the retrieval accuracy.
We apply Wilcoxon signed-rank test to compare our approach
with the best baseline approach(i.e., BaselineApproach3). Table 7
shows that the improvement of our CLRQR over the BaselineAp-
proach3 is significant at the confidence level of 95% score.
CLRQR outperforms the four baseline approaches, and the statis-
tical tests show the improvements are significant.
RQ2: How is the time efficiency of our CLRQR system?
Motivation. The runtime efficiency of the proposed method will
affect its practical usage. In our approach, the main time cost is to
build domain-specific vocabulary and to retrieve relevant questions
on the fly. The time for building domain-specific vocabulary refers
to the time required to count the term frequency of each word in
our dataset. Question retrieval time refers to the time to translate
Chinese keywords on-the-fly, compute keyword weights, formulate
English query, and finally retrieve relevant questions in question
repository.
Approach. The experimental environment is an Intel(R) Core(TM)
i7 2.5 GHz laptop with 16GB RAM running OS X Version 10.11.1
(64-bit). To answer RQ2, we record the start time and the end time
of program execution to obtain time performance of our approach.
Result. For building domain-specific vocabulary, it takes about 8
seconds to analyze 30,000 questions. For question retrieval time,
on average our system, which runs on a single laptop, needs about
14 seconds to return relevant questions in the repository of 684,599
questions which is running only on a single laptop. Since, the rele-
vance calculation between a given query and each English question
in repository is independent with one another, it is possible to re-
duce question retrieval time by distributed computing.
CLRQR system is efficient. The domain-specific vocabulary build-
ing time can be completed in about 8 seconds. Question retrieval
can be completed in about 14 seconds.
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Table 6: Precision@k, Recall@k, Top-k Accuracies (k=1, 5 and 10), MRR and MAP for CLRQR compared with the Other Four
Baseline Approaches
Approach Precision@1 Precision@5 Precision@10 Recall@1 Recall@5 Recall@10
CLRQR 0.56 0.42 0.32 0.10 0.35 0.49
Baseline Approach1 0.20 0.09 0.06 0.03 0.06 0.08
Baseline Approach2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Baseline Approach3 0.35 0.19 0.12 0.05 0.15 0.2
Baseline Approach4 0.23 0.08 0.05 0.03 0.05 0.08
Approach Top-1Accuracy
Top-5
Accuracy
Top-10
Accuracy MRR MAP
CLRQR 0.56 0.69 0.71 0.62 0.26
Baseline Approach1 0.20 0.25 0.25 0.22 0.04
Baseline Approach2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Baseline Approach3 0.35 0.54 0.59 0.44 0.07
Baseline Approach4 0.23 0.25 0.29 0.24 0.04
Table 7: P-values of CLRQR compared with the Best Baseline Approaches (i.e., Baseline Approach3)
Precision@1 Precision@5 Precision@10 Recall@1 Recall@5 Recall@10
P-value 2.752e−7 1.463e−6 9.554e−8 6.221e−2 1.64e−4 3.541e−5
Top-1
Accuracy
Top-5
Accuracy
Top-10
Accuracy MRR MAP
P-value 3.187e−3 2.415e−2 6.055e−2 4.403e−3 1.434e−5
6. DISCUSSION
This section presents the qualitative analysis of an example using
our approach and discusses threats to validity of our experiment.
6.1 Qualitative Analysis
Here, we want to perform a qualitative analysis to illustrate why
our approach performs better than the baseline approaches. Fig-
ure 8 presents a Chinese question from V2EX5 (a Chinese Q&A
website for computer programming). The meaning of this Chi-
nese question is to ask for the route error of Play framework. Our
approach extracts essential information from the Chinese question
and then translate Chinese keywords to simulate the English query
that users may enter as follows (sorted by their weights in descend-
ing order):
play, framework, route, error, api, spring
Then our approach returns three relevant questions in our ques-
tion repository. The result shows that the extracted keywords well
represent the core issue of the given question. We observe that
our approach can capture Chinese and English keywords well at
the same time if the Chinese question askers state their question
clearly and sum up the core issue in the title. Moreover, we find
that the sentence in question description are incomplete, and thus
it does not have much impact on our keyword extraction. On the
other hand, if we translate the title of this Chinese question into
English by Youdao translation API and then retrieve relevant ques-
tions in Stack Overflow by Google search engine, it returns only
one relevant question.
6.2 Threats to Validity
There are several threats that may potentially affect the valid-
ity of our study. Threats to internal validity relate to errors in our
experiments and implementation. We have double checked our ex-
periments and implementation. We have also manually checked
the retrieved questions in our dataset to ensure that they are really
5https://www.v2ex.com/t/137913
Figure 8: A Chinese Question on V2EX
tagged with java. Still, there could be errors that we have not no-
ticed.
Threats to external validity relates to the generalisability of our
results. We conducted an user study to evaluate whether the re-
trieved relevant questions are actually relevant or not. To reduce
this threat, we invite 5 master students for the user study. All par-
ticipants have industrial experience in Java programming (ranging
from 3–6 years) and pass the national College-English-Test Level
4. In the future, we plan to reduce this threat further by analyz-
ing more Chinese questions and building larger English question
repository.
7. RELATED WORK
In this section, we first review some previous studies on soft-
ware information sites. Next, we describe cross-language studies
in software engineering. Finally, we give a review on information
retrieval in software engineering.
7.1 Studies on Software Information Sites
A considerable amount of research has been done on software
information sites during the last decade. Two position papers writ-
ten by Storey et al. [27] and Begel et al. [6] describe the outlook of
research in social media for software engineering. They propose a
set of research questions about the impact of social media for soft-
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ware engineering at team, project and community levels. Surian et
al. collect information on SourceForge.net. They use random walk
with restart (RWR) method to build a large-scale developer collab-
oration network to recommend suitable developers [28]. They also
employ graph mining and graph matching techniques to find col-
laboration patterns on sourceForge.net [29]. Hong et al. compare
developer social networks and general social networks and examine
how developer social networks evolve over time [13].
An automatic tag recommendation method proposed by Xia et
al. analyzes information objects in Stack Overflow and Freecode to
recommend tags to users [33]. Wang et al. [30] extend the work
of Xia et al. by proposing an approach that combines frequen-
tist and Bayesian inference to better recommend tags to objects in
StackExchange websites. Zhang et al. propose an automated ap-
proach named DupPredictor that takes a new question as input and
detects potential duplicates of this question by considering multi-
ple factors (e.g., titles, descriptions, and tags) [34]. Palakorn et
al. create an observatory of software-related microblogs for people
to browse many software-related microblogs and visually identify
patterns [4]. Correa and Sureka use a machine learning framework
to build a predictive model to judge whether a Stack Overflow ques-
tion would be closed or not [8]. They also built a predictive model
to detect whether a question will be deleted or not [9].
Our work is orthogonal to the above mentioned studies: we focus
on retrieving relevant questions in Stack Overflow for a given Chi-
nese question, which is different from the above mentioned stud-
ies. We observe that many Chinese developers have this need. To
help these developers, we propose a new approach to retrieve rele-
vant question in Stack Overflow automatically for a given Chinese
question.
7.2 Cross-language Studies in Software Engi-
neering
Many studies have been carried out on cross-language issues in
Software Engineering. Xia et al. propose a cross-language bug lo-
calization algorithm named CrosLocator [32]. CrosLocator uses
multiple translators to convert a non-English textual description of
a bug report into English - each bug report would then have mul-
tiple translated versions. For each translated version, CrosLocator
applies a bug localization technique to rank source code files. Fi-
nally, CrosLocator combines the multiple ranked lists of source
code files. Hayes et al. propose a translation-based method for
traceability recovery [11]. They use Google translator to translate
Italian words into English and then recover the links. Chang and
Lee present a cross-language video Q&A system i.e. CLVQ, which
could process the English questions, and find answers in Chinese
videos [26]. Saggion et al. focus on the resources that are made
available for the research community [25]. They provide data and
tools for evaluation of extractive, non-extractive, single and multi-
document summarization.
Our work also focuses on cross-language question retrieval be-
tween Chinese and English and aims improve the accuracy of trans-
lation of domain-specific Chinese words based on domain knowl-
edge derived from Stack Overflow.
7.3 Studies on Information Retrieval in Soft-
ware Engineering
Many studies have been reported on information retrieval in soft-
ware engineering. Marcus et al. propose an information retrieval
approach to concept Location in source code [19]. Poshyvanyk
et al. recast the problem of feature location in source code as
a decision-making problem in the presence of uncertainty. They
point out that the solution to feature location can be formulated as
a combination of the opinions of different experts [22]. Canfora
and Cerulo outline an approach to in automated bug assignment
based on information retrieval in which they report recall levels of
around 20% for Mozilla [7].
Cubranic and Murphy apply information retrieval as well as other
matching techniques to recover the implicit traceability among dif-
ferent kinds of artifacts of open source projects (i.e., source file re-
visions, change or bug tracks, communication messages, and doc-
uments) [35]. They develop the Hipikat tool which can recom-
mend some software development artifacts to newcomers under
current tasks. Lucia et al. observe that the main drawback of
existing software artifact management systems is the lack of au-
tomatic or semi-automatic traceability link generation and mainte-
nance [18]. Hence, they improve an artifact management system
with a traceability recovery tool based on Latent Semantic Index-
ing (LSI), an information retrieval technique. Even more, they as-
sess the strengths and limitations of LSI for traceability recovery
and devise the need for an incremental approach. Kluck and Gey
describe the domain-specific cross-language information retrieval
(CLIR) task of CLEF, why and how it is important and how it dif-
fers from general cross-language retrieval problem associated with
the general CLEF collections [14].
Our work mainly focuses on how to adapt information retrieval
technology with the heuristic for extracting information from dif-
ferent parts of a questions for better retrieving and ranking relevant
questions.
8. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We propose a new approach to retrieve relevant English ques-
tions for a given Chinese question. We mine domain-specific knowl-
edge from Stack Overflow to improve the accuracy of translation
of domain-specific Chinese terms. Considering the difference be-
tween question title and description, we assign terms from title and
descriptions with different weights in query formulation and query
retrieval. The steps of our system can be automated, and thus it
can help developers save time in terms of translation, query for-
mulation, and question retrieval. As a result, it could help Chinese
developers improve their efficiency to solve the technical problem.
Our proposed framework is general. It can be used for natural lan-
guages, not limited to Chinese and English. Thus, we can use our
approach to connect the Q&A resources in different localized ver-
sions of Stack Overflow or Q&A sites for computer programming
in different languages.
Some retrieved questions are not very relevant due to the limi-
tation of the question repository we build for experimentation. We
can crawl more questions on Stack Overflow or some other Q&A
sites. This will help our proposed approach improve the relevance
and usefulness of retrieved questions. Furthermore, we observe that
most of the questions in Stack Overflow contain code. In the cur-
rent approach, we treat code as natural language text. In the future,
we can extract code segments of questions and analyze them in a
different way from regular English texts. Another improvement is
to expand our domain-specific stop words list and vocabulary to
improve the accuracy of translation.
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